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ABSTRACT 
This paper proposes a new doubly coprime factorization technique which forms a 
basis of algebraic control theory. This enables us to generalize a previous result on 
doubly coprime factorization. Furthermore, it is shown that all stabilizing compen- 
sators possess a simple model-reference structure. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Recently the usefulness of the so-called factorization approach has been 
widely accepted in the area of linear multivariable control (see Vidyasagar 
[5]). The basis of this approach consists of three parts; namely, (a) coprime 
factorization over a proper stable rational ring, (b) solution of the Bezout 
identity, and (c) parametrization of all stabilizing compensators based on (a) 
and (b). In particular, it is well known that the doubly coprime factorization 
(DCF) is quite useful in this approach (e.g., see Doyle [l] or Francis [2]), 
which gives us solutions of (a) and (b) simultaneously with some additional 
constraints. 
A typical method of obtaining a DCF was given.by Nett and coworkers 
[4], which uses the observer-design concept in the state-space method. 
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Though this method is excellent, (i) the state-space realization is necessary, 
and (ii) the derivation (or construction) process of the DCF is not clear. In 
addition, the relation between the observer and the Bezout identity was not 
clarified. Therefore, it is not easy to see the essence of this DCF method, nor 
is it easy to generalize it. 
The objective of this paper is to propose a new DCF method in a 
transfer-matrix setting, with applications, in order to obtain basic knowledge 
about the factorization approach. First, we propose a new DCF method 
without recourse to state-space realizations. Second, we show that the previ- 
ous DCF method by Nett and coworkers can be derived and generalized 
naturally from our method. Finally, we show that all stabilizing compensators 
have a model-reference structure. 
2. PRELIMINARIES 
Some basic facts and notation concerning algebraic control theory are 
given in this section (see [S] for details). 
The set of all stable proper rational matrices is denoted by R _ throughout 
this paper. Two matrices N and D in K , with the same number of 
columns, are said to be right-coprime if there exist two proper stable matrices 
X and Y such that’the Bezout identity 
XN+YD=Z 
holds, where Z denotes an identity matrix with appropriate size. When we 
represent a proper rational matrix G by 
G=ND-’ 
where N and D are rightcoprime over R_ , the right-hand side of the above 
equation is said to be a right-coprime factorization of G. In a similar manner 
one can define left coprimeness and left-coprime factorization. Let P be an 
arbitrary proper rational matrix; then there exist eight proper stable matrices 
such that 
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FIG. 1. Feedback system. 
Equations (1) and (2) together constitute a doubly coprime factorization 
(DCF) of P. 
Consider the feedback system shown in Figure 1, where P and C are 
proper rational matrices. This system is said to be internally stable, and C is 
called a stabilizing compensator for P, if the transfer matrix from (r, n) to 
(u,y) is in R_. We denote the set of all stabilizing compensators of P by 
s2( P). Using a DCF of P, we can parametrize the set G?(P) as follows: 
a(P)= ((X+DQ)(Y-NQ)-':QER_) 
= ((if-QN)~'(~+QL?):QER_). 
(3) 
(4 
3. DOUBLY COPRIME FACTORIZATION 
IN A TRANSFER-FUNCTION APPROACH 
In this section we propose a new method to obtain a DCF without 
recourse to state-space realizations. 
LEMMA 1. Let K be a stabilizing compensator jti a given P, and 
K=N,D,‘=fi),‘& (5) 
be right and left coprime factorizations of K. Then the following eight 
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matrices satisfy (1) and (2): 
D=(z+KP)-‘&l, f=&, 
N= P(Z + KP) -%p, /?=A&, 
b=D,l(z+PK)-‘, Y=D,, 
ti= Dil(Z + PK) -‘P, X= NK. 
Proof. First, it is obvious that 
ND-‘=P(Z+Kp)-‘(z+Kp) 
= P. 
Second, let 
(64 
VW 
(64 
(64 
(7) 
(8) 
be coprime factorizations of P; then we obtain 
N=P(Z+KP)-‘fi>,’ 
=N,(fi,D,+,njKNp)-‘ER-, (9) 
because (fiKDP + GKN,)-’ is stable proper from the internal-stability as- 
sumption (see, e.g., Vidyasagar [5]). Similarly, D is in R _ . Also X and Y are 
in R_ from their definitions. Third, the Bezout identity 
=&{(z+KP)-‘+KP(z+KP)-‘}zy 
=&fi>,Lz (10) 
holds. From these and their duals, Equations (1) and (2) follow. n 
This provides us with a method of calculating a DCF of P without 
recourse to state-space representations, and shows that we can readily obtain 
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all stabilizing compensators once we find one of them. If the compensator K 
itself is in R _ , Lemma 1 can be simplified to the following corollary. 
COROLLARY 1. Suppose that K E Q(P) is a stable proper compensator. 
Then the following eight matrices constitute a DCF of P: 
D=(I+ KP)-I, p=z, (lla) 
N=P(z+KP)_‘, x”=K, ( W 
B=(z+PK)-‘, Y=Z, WC) 
#=(Z+PK)-‘P, X = K. ( W 
Proof. Since K E R_ , we can choose 
rS,=N,=K, &=I, D,=l (12) 
as coprime factorization pairs in (5). Corollary 1 then follows from (12) and 
Lemma 1. H 
It should be noted that we can usually obtain a stable compensator K, 
because P violates the so-called parity interlace property for almost all cases 
(see Youla et al. [7]). 
We give several examples to show the usefulness of Corollary 1. 
EXAMPLE 1. Let P = l/[ s(s + l)] be given, and a stabilizing compen- 
sator for P be given, for instance, by K = 2/(s + 4). For Corollary 1, the 
following four scalars provide us with a coprime factorization ND-’ and a 
solution pair (X, Y) of its corresponding Bezout identity: 
D= s(s+l)(s+4) 
s3+5s2+4s+2’ 
Y=l, 
s+4 2 
N= 
s3+5s2+4s+2’ 
X=---- 
s+4’ 
EXAMPLE 2. Let { A, B} be a stabilizable (constant matrices) pair, and 
define 
P,:=(sZ-AX-k. (13) 
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Then, if we choose a compensator K = L E R _ which satisfies 
LEW,), (14) 
a right coprime factorization P, = N,D;’ and a solution of YiDi + J?,N, = Z 
are obtained as follows: 
D,= {Z+L(sZ-A)-'B}-1 
=I-L(sZ-A+Z?L)-'B, (154 
N,=(sZ-A+BL)-'B, 
q=z, x',=L. 
(15b) 
(154 
EXAMPLE 3. Let { C, A } be a detectable (constant matrices) pair, and 
define 
P,:=C(sZ-A))‘. (16) 
Then, if we choose a compensator K = F E R _ which satisfies 
F E W2) (17) 
in Corollary 1, a left coprime factorization Ps = &‘#a and a solution of 
Z&Y, + i$X, = I are given by 
&=z-c(~z-A+Fc)~' 
fi2=~(sz-~+Fc)-', 
Yz = I, X,=F. 
(184 
(18b) 
(18~) 
4. OBSERVER-BASED DCF TECHNIQUE 
In this section we will show that the well-known DCF technique devel- 
oped by Nett and coworkers [4] can be naturally derived from our method, 
and that their result can be generalized. 
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4.1. Derivation of Observer-Based DCF 
For simplicity, suppose that P can be described by 
P=C(sZ-A)p’B, (19) 
where { C, A, B } is detectable and stabilizable. 
PROPOSITION 1. Let L and F be constant matrices such that (14), (17) 
hold, and define 
D= {z+~(sz-~)~IBj-l 
= I - L(sZ - A + BL) -lB, 
N=C(sZ-A+BL)p’B, 
z?=z-c(~z-A+Fc)-‘F, 
ti=c(sz-A+Fc)-‘B. 
@a) 
(2Ob) 
(2Oc) 
(20d) 
then left- and right- coprime facto&&ions of P can be given by 
Proof. We will prove the right coprimeness. In the following we use the 
same symbols as those of Example 2 in Section 3. Since 
D=D,, N=CN,, (22) 
it is obvious that both N and D are proper stable and P = ND- ‘. So we 
show that N and D are rightcoprime. Define 
SZ - A 
fiI := - 
s+l ’ 
B 
jq,,=-. 
s+1’ 
(23a) 
(23b) 
then 
L?,;‘& = N,D;‘, (24) 
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and the left-hand side of the above is a left-coprime factorization because 
( A, B } is a stabilizable pair. In addition, C and D, are right-coprime because 
{C, A} is a detectable pair. Therefore there exist four matrices X,, X,, Y,, 
and Ya in R _ such that 
z = X,N, + Y,D, 
= x1( x,c + Y,fi),)iv, + Y,D, 
= (XIX,)CNl + (X,Y& + Y,)D,. (25) 
With the aid of (22), this implies that D and N are right coprime. 
A similar argument can be made to show the left-coprimeness part. 
PROPOSITION 2. Suppose that K is defined by 
K:= L(sZ - A,) -IF, (26a) 
A, := A - BL - FC, (26b) 
where L and F are arbitrary constant matrices satisfying (14) and (17), 
respectively. Define 
Y=Z+C(sZ-A+BL)-IF, 
X = L(sZ - A + BL) -lF, 
$=I+L(sI-A+FC)-~B, 
x” = L(sZ - A + FC) -‘F. 
(27a) 
(2%) 
(27~) 
(274 
Then coprime factorizutions of K are given by 
K = p-12 = xy-1. (28) 
Proof. Since the set {A, B, C, L, F } for P corresponds exactly to 
{A,, F, L, - C, - B} for K from (14) and (17), Proposition 2 follows from 
Proposition 1. n 
The rational matrix K given by (26) is the transfer function matrix of an 
observer-based compensator (with state feedback gain L and observer gain 
F), which stabilizes P given by (19). 
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We obtain the following result from these preparations. 
LEMMA 2. The eight matrices D, 6, N, 3, X, I?, Y, 9 given by (20) 
and (27) constitute a DCF of P. 
Proof. From Proposition 2 we can choose { GK = x”, 6, = y), { NK = X, 
D, = Y } as coprime factorization pairs of K, and K is in R _ . So we can 
obtain a DCF from Lemma 1 by substituting (27) into (6). For example, the 
D given by (6) can be transformed as follows: 
=(D,+N,P)-’ 
= {Z+L(SZ-A+FC)~‘R+I,(SZ-A+FC)-‘FC(SZ-A)~’B}~~ 
= {Z+L(sZ-A+FC)-l[sZ-A+FC](sZ-A)~‘R} -’ 
= {Z+l,(sZ-A)-lB} -l. (29) 
This equals the D in (20). Similar arguments apply to the other matrices in 
(20) and (27). n 
The DCF defined by (20) and (27) is just the DCF given by Nett and 
coworkers [4]. The important points are as follows: 
(1) The coprime factorization form (20) of P can be naturally and simply 
derived from Lemma 1 if we use a standard technique of stabilization by 
state feedback. 
(2) The DCF of Nett and coworkers is a natural consequence of Lemma 
1. In other words, the construction process of this DCF is clarified by 
Lemma 1. 
In this sense Lemma 1 gives a fundamental method of DCF derivation as 
well as a DCF method without recourse to state-space realizations. 
4.2. Relation between Observer and Bezout Identity 
Next we consider the relation of the observer to the solution of the Bezout 
identity. 
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FIG. 2. Configuration of observer-based compensator. 
Let the plant to be controlled be described by 
y=Pu=C(sZ-A)-‘&, (36) 
where {C, A, B} is detectable and stabilizable. An observer which produces 
the state feedback law u = Lx is generally described by 
Lx^ = QlY + Q2% 
u = Lf, 
QIER-, Qz~K, 
(314 
Wb) 
(314 
as shown in Figure 2 (see, e.g., Wolovich [6]), where x^ is the estimated value 
of the state x of the plant. For example, in the case of K given by (26) Qi 
and Qa are given, respectively, by 
Q,=L(sZ-A+ZTp’F, 
Q,=L(sZ-A+FC)-lZ3. 
When we use an observer, it is essential that the transfer function from u 
to Lri? coincides with the transfer matrix from u to Lx. The former is given by 
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QIP + Qz from Figure 2, and the latter is given by L(sZ - A) ‘B. So we 
obtain 
Q,P+Q,=L(sZ-A)-%, 
Q,P+Z+Q,=Z+L(sZ-A)-%. (32) 
The right-hand side of the above is the inverse of the D given by (20). 
Postmultiplying both sides of the above by D, we obtain 
QJV+(Z+Q,)D=Z. (33) 
This implies that there exists an essential relation between the observer 
parameters { Qr, Qa} and the solution of the Bezout identity corresponding to 
the right coprime pair {N, D} of P. Furthermore, the transfer matrix K 
(from u to L2) of this observer is given by 
K=(z+C)J’Q,. (34 
4.3. Generalization of Observer-Based DCF Technique 
Next, we generalize the observer-based DCF technique developed by 
Nett and coworkers, on the basis of the previous arguments. 
I. Reduced-Order Solution of the Bezout Identity. Since (33) holds for 
any observer that yield: L_x^, we can obtain a reduced-order solution pair { Qr, 
Z+Qa} instead of {X, Y} g iven by (27) when we adopt a reduced-order 
observer. We will show this point in the following. 
For a given plant P = C(sZ - A)-‘B and a state feedback gain L, an 
observer is usually described by the following state equation: 
i=Ez+Gy+MBu, 
Lx = w,y + w,z 
(35a) 
(35b) 
in the time domain, where M, E, G, W,, and W, are constant matrices such 
that 
MA-EM=GC, (36a) 
W,C + W,M = L, 
Re { eigenvalue of E } < 0. 
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When we adopt this type of observer, we obtain 
Z+Qz=Z+Wz(sZ-E)-‘MB, (37a) 
Q1=W,+W,(sZ-E)-‘G (3%) 
as a solution pair of (33) with the aid of (31). If we choose A4 = I, G = F, 
E = A - FC, W, = 0, and W, = L, the solution pair agrees with Nett’s result 
[i.e., (27)]. 
It is needless to say that a solution p_air { X, Y } of the Bezout identity 
corresponds to the left-coprime pair {N, D} in (20). 
ZZ. DCF in the Case of Dynamic Feedback { L, F }. The derivation of 
the DCF in (20) and (27) shows us that it is not necessary to restrict L and F 
to constant matrices in order to obtain DCF. So it is easy to check that if we 
assume 
LER.., FER_ (38) 
instead of L and F constant, then (20) and (27) provide us a DCF of P. This 
result itself was already pointed out by Moore and coworkers [3]. However, 
when L or F does not satisfy (38) a DCF can be obtained as follows. 
LEMMA 3. Suppose that L and F are arbitrary matrices satisfying (14) 
and (17) respectively, and that 
L = fi)Ll$, F=N,D;’ (39) 
are coprime factorizations. Then if we define 
Y’ = YD,, X’= XD, 
(4Oa) 
(4Ob) 
(4Oc) 
(4Od) 
instead of (20) and (27), these matrices constitute a DCF of P. 
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Proof. Noting that eight matrices D, 6, N, g, X, X, Y, y given by (20) 
and (27) satisfy (1) and (2), it is straightforward to check that the following 
relations hold: 
(42) 
Therefore it is enough for us to show that each matrix in (40) is proper stable. 
Now, it should be noted that 
pLD1+tiLivJIER_ (43) 
holds because of (14), where we have used the symbol defined in Example 2 
of Section 3. So we have 
p= ~3~1 
= {Z+L(sZ-A)-%} -$j, 
=D,(fi~D,+ti&-l~R_. (44) 
By a similar argument it can be readily shown that other seven matrices in 
(40) are in R ~. This completes the proof. W 
Moore and coworkers [3] characterized all (strictly proper) stabilizing 
compensator by utilizing dynamic { L, F }. Lemma 3 provides us a DCF in 
this case. 
5. STRUCTURE OF STABILIZING COMPENSATORS 
It is important to clarify the structure of all stabilizing compensators as 
well as the parametrization based on an obtained DCF. Doyle [l] clarified 
the structure of all stabilizing compensators from the viewpoint of observer 
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synthesis based on Nett’s DCF, and Moore and coworkers [3] generalized 
Doyle’s result in a sense. These results are quite interesting if one wants to 
characterize all compensators in a state-space setting. On the other hand, 
Zames [8] characterized all stabilizing compensators in a transfer-matrix 
setting. However, Zames’s result is given only for stable plants. 
In this section we derive a structure of stabilizing compensators based on 
Lemma 1 which is a generalization of Zames’s result. 
For simplicity, we assume that a stable stabilizing compensator K is 
obtained for a given P. From (3) and Corollary 1, any stabilizing compen- 
sator C is described by 
C=(X+DQ)(Y-NQ)-’ 
=K+O(z-P(z+KP)~‘Q)-l, (45) 
where 0 E R_ is a free parameter. This implies that the internally stable 
closed-loop system shown in Figure 1 can be represented by Figure 3. This 
FIG. 3. Structure of all stabilizing compensators. 
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figure means that the system consists of three parts: (a) the closed-loop part, 
consisting of the plant P and a stabilizer K, (b) the duplicate model of part 
(a), and (c) the filter Q, which feeds back the error between parts (a) and (b). 
Therefore, any internally stable system has a model-reference structure as 
shown in Figure 3. This is a generalization of Zames’s compensator structure. 
In fact, if P is stable, we can choose K = 0. Therefore, in this case, the 
structure shown in Figure 3 coincides with Zames’s structure. It is also 
interesting to observe that Figure 3 shows the relation among a particular 
solution K, a free parameter Q, and a general solution C, explicitly. 
It is easy to check that every compensator has a similar structure to 
Figure 3, when there does not exist a stable K. 
6. CONCLUSION 
In this paper we have considered a DCF technique in a transfer-matrix 
approach and its applications. 
First, we proposed a method to obtain a DCF without recourse to 
state-space realizations. This method enables us to obtain all stabilizing 
compensators immediately on finding one of them. Second, we have shown 
that a DCF technique developed by Nett and coworkers can be derived and 
generalized naturally from our DCF technique. In addition, the relation 
between the observer and the solution of the Bezout identity have been 
clarified. Finally, utilizing our DCF technique, we have shown that all 
stabilizing compensators has a model-reference structure which is a general- 
ization of Zames’s result. 
The authors would like to thank Professor H. Maeda of Osaka University 
for his stimulating discussions on DCF. They are also grateful to Professor 
M. Ikeda of Kobe University for his valuable comments. 
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